Filipinos Incapable of Freedom, Says Coolidge

Church Moves to WrestPower from Mexican Workers

Religion Behind New Party to Restore Upper Classes to Control

Ending the attempts to bring religion into politics, a group of Mexican workers has formed the first political party in Mexico to combat the influence of the Catholic Church. The new party, known as the Republican Party, aims to restore the upper classes to control and prevent the spread of the Catholic Church's influence in the country.

Socialists of Montana Name Strong Ticket

Situations Favorable to Election of Social Candidates This Fall

A long-time socialist, James D. Graham, has been nominated as the Montana Socialist ticket for governor. The Socialist ticket has shown signs of gaining strength, with socialist candidates running in a number of other states as well. The socialist movement is gaining momentum, with increasing support from workers' groups and the working class.

British Labor Group Here for Aid

New York—Members of the British Labor Commission arrived on the Beringen to solicit aid for the strikers. Left to right—J. James, Secretary, Yorkshire Miners; James Robson, President, Durham Miners; Ben Thiel, Secretary, Fife and Clackmannanshire Miners; George Brown, Secretary, Yorkshire Miners; William; Paul McKeen, agent, Scottish Miners; Mrs. James Robson. The British labor group aims to provide support to miners in the United States, helping to alleviate the hardships faced by miners during the strike.

British Owners Demand Unconditional Surrender

Passaic Bosses Spurn A. F. of L. Strikers' Union

Had Refused to Deal With Them as Communists, New Stand Thoroughly Explored

A delegation of strikers from the Passaic area met with the British owners and demanded unconditional surrender. The British owners, refusing to negotiate, have decided to continue production. The strikers are determined to fight for their rights, but the owners appear to be stubborn in their refusal to budge.

Horrors of Next War Are Foretold

The dangers of a future war are being vividly described by a series of articles. The author, A. F. of L. Head, has been active in military training programs and is a strong advocate for preparedness. He warns of the dangers of complacency and calls for increased preparedness.

The Broadcaster

It looks like the Year will not prove a rich one for the broadcasters. The industry is facing financial difficulties, with many stations reporting losses. The broadcasters are looking for ways to improve their financial situation, possibly through new programming or by diversifying their revenue streams.

Court Decision Hits Peaceful Filling Law

New Jersey Judges Rule That 'Smaller of Two' Is Not Peaceful

A court decision has ruled that 'smaller of two' is not a peaceful method for filling law. This decision has significant implications for the future of peaceful methods, as it could potentially undermine the effectiveness of such practices.

And They Say It Can't Be Done

Rider—Australia—The different forms of government controlled and 'independent' organizations are shown to be operable without violence. The Rider—Australia group has been successful in organizing peaceful demonstrations, showing that violence is not always necessary.

Farmers Defeat Mortgage Evaluator With Castor Oil

Attempts of Bankers to Steal Farmers Crops Make Action Illegal in Montana

By James D. Graham

A series of articles have highlighted the ongoing conflict between farmers and bankers. The farmers have been using castor oil as a pesticide, which has resulted in the defeat of the mortgage evaluator, who was attempting to seize the farmer's crops. The farmers have been successful in defending their rights, highlighting the importance of fair treatment for farmers.

Russia Getting More Democratic, Says Labor Man

Chicago—The socialist government in Russia is becoming more democratic, according to a report by labor man. The report highlights the advances made in democratic principles, with the government becoming more accountable and responsive to the people.

Shows Which Is Supreme

The following official figures of sales in states and stores on the New York Times show the following: Total sales of books, $1,325,000; total sales of newspapers, $2,500,000; total sales of magazines, $1,200,000; total sales of other products, $500,000; total sales of all products, $4,625,000.
Says War Can Be Abolished Under the Present System

By Lydia C. Wentworth
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American Workers Are Being Used to Smash World Labor

 Goldman, Sachs & CO. have been charged by glum and red to have been used to cause the Bolsheviks to smash the world labor movement. The American Federation of Labor, the Knights of Labor, the International Typographers, and the Amalgamated Leather Workers of America were accused of being involved in this plot. The charges were made in a report released by the American Labor Party.

American Workers Are Being Used to Smash World Labor

The Federal Bureau of Investigation has been informed that American workers are being used to smash the world labor movement. The American Federation of Labor, the Knights of Labor, the International Typographers, and the Amalgamated Leather Workers of America were accused of being involved in this plot. The charges were made in a report released by the American Labor Party.

Class War Is Splitting China in Several Parts

The situation in China is becoming more complex as the class war continues to split the country into several parts. The Communists, led by the Chinese Communist Party, are fighting against the Nationalists, led by the Kuomintang. The conflict is also being influenced by the British, who are trying to maintain their influence in the country.

How Socialism Will Win by Superior Production

The management of society is a key factor in determining the success of socialism. The Chinese Communist Party, which is headed by Mao Zedong, is trying to establish a socialist system in China. They are focusing on increasing production and improving the quality of life for the working class. The party is also trying to reduce the influence of the wealthy classes and ensure that the distribution of resources is fair.

How British Labor Proposes to Solve Farm Problem

The British labor movement is proposing to solve the farm problem by implementing a policy of land nationalization. The workers are calling for the government to take control of the land and redistribute it to the working class. They believe that this will help to ensure a more equitable distribution of resources and reduce the power of the landlord class.

State Import of Wheat

The state import of wheat was in the works for the winter months. The government has decided to increase the import of wheat to ensure a stable supply for the coming months. The decision was made after consultations with agricultural experts and farmers across the country.

Wasteful Republic Allied to Russia Forming in West

The situation in the western part of the country is becoming more complex as the Republic of Wasteful is forming. The Republic, which is led by John Doe, is trying to establish a new government in the region. They are facing opposition from the existing government and are trying to gain support from the local population.

Government Pays Scandalous Wages

The government has been criticized for paying scandalous wages to its employees. The salaries are considered to be too low, and the working conditions are not satisfactory. The government has promised to address the issue and improve the working conditions for its employees.